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MIGUEL ABREU GALLERY
LIZ DESCHENES
“Liz Deschenes is a photographer who, in the best modernist tradition, pushes against the basic terms by which
photography is conventionally defined: instantaneity, veracity, fixity, or reproducibility,” writes curator and critic Matthew
Witkovsky. Indeed, Deschenes uses durational photogramatic exposure to create unique, shifting surfaces that frequently
function as sculptural or architectural rather than photographic objects. Deschenes stages the technical components of
photography, both contemporary and anachronistic, while reflecting, compressing, and assessing the architectural settings
that surround them, through her mirrors’ simultaneous repopulation and evacuation of these spaces.
In her earlier work, Deschenes utilized landscape images as an entry point to address self-reflexive concepts of the medium.
Her Elevations series utilized the rich and dense dye transfer color printing reminiscent of the golden age of Technicolor films,
a process discontinued by Kodak in 1993. The project staged the seven standard colors developed by cartographers to
represent ranges of the earth’s elevation to produce a gradation of corresponding monochrome photographs. Deschenes’s
Blue and Green Screens foregrounded the invisible screens typically used as the invisible basis for special effects and absent
background imagery. In her Moiré series, Deschenes photographed a sheet of perforated paper filtering the light coming
through a window, and superimposed the ensuing negative with a duplicate on an enlarger to create an abstract, moiré
pattern image. The result is an optically oscillating, dazzling body of work grounded in the manipulation of a single negative.
In her most recent work, Deschenes exposes photographic paper to the night sky, develops it, and fixes the photogram with
silver toner, creating misty silver surfaces brindled with slight changes in hue – affected either by exposure to ambient light,
or the hand-application of the toner itself. After the photogramatic process creates these unique and varied surfaces, the
works are mounted on aluminum or Dibond. Some of these photograms remain unframed and tend to oxidize over time,
further problematizing the role of the photograph as fixed image on surface. Instead, purged of representational content, the
photograph functions as an object that records how it has been, and continues to be, acted upon. The series originated with
Tilt / Swing, an installation of six such “silver mirror” panels arranged in a 360-degree floor-to-ceiling configuration at Miguel
Abreu Gallery, based on a diagram that 20th Century architect, designer, and artist Herbert Bayer drew to accompany his
essay The Fundamentals of Exhibition Design. In her second iteration of the Tilt / Swing installation, the photographic panels were
fully exposed to daylight, and brought to black in the development stage. Deschenes’s subsequent individual silver and black
mirror works stage the same time-based photographic processes in an energetic rather than taxidermic language, allowing
variations in framing and size to act in myriad ways upon the surrounding conditions of display.
Liz Deschenes (b. 1966, Boston) graduated from the Rhode Island School of Design in 1988. She teaches at Bennington College and is a
visiting artist at Columbia University’s School of Visual Arts and Yale University. Her work is held in the permanent collections of the Centre
Pompidou, the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, the Whitney Museum of American Art, the
Museum of Modern Art, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Walker Art Center, The Art Institute of Chicago, ICA/Boston, the CCS Bard
Hessel Museum of Art, the Milwaukee Art Museum, the Corcoran Museum of Art, and the Hirschhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden. She
was the recipient of the 2014 Rappaport Prize. Deschenes has recently presented her work in a series of two-person exhibitions with Sol LeWitt
at Fraenkel Gallery, San Francisco (2017), Miguel Abreu Gallery and Paula Cooper Gallery, New York (both 2016). Her work was the
subject of a 2016 survey exhibition at the ICA/Boston. In 2015, Deschenes presented solo exhibitions at MASS MoCA and the Walker Art
Center, and was included in group exhibitions at the Whitney Museum of American Art, Musee d’Art Moderne, the Centre Pompidou, and
Extra City Kunsthal in Antwerp. In 2014, her work was featured in Sites of Reason: A Selection of Recent Acquisitions at the Museum
of Modern Art and in What Is a Photograph? (International Center for Photography, New York). In 2013, she exhibited new work in
tandem solo exhibitions at Campoli Presti (Paris and London), and group exhibitions at the Museum of Modern Art and the Fotomuseum
Winterthur, among others. In 2012, she was included in the Whitney Biennial and had a one-person exhibition at the Secession in Vienna and
a two-person exhibition at The Art Institute of Chicago that she co-curated with Florian Pumhösl and Matthew Witkovsky. Previously, her
work has also been exhibited at the CCS Bard Hessel Museum, the Aspen Art Museum, Klosterfelde (Berlin), the Walker Art Center, the
Langen Foundation (Düsseldorf), the Tate Liverpool, and the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Recent monographs dedicated to Deschenes’s work include Liz Deschenes, Boston: The Institute of Contemporary Art, 2016, and Liz
Deschenes, Secession, Vienna: Secession, Berlin: Revolver, 2012.
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Art World

Editors’ Picks: 15 Things to See in New York This
Week
Through Sunday, June 17

Installation view of Liz Deschenes’s “Rates (Frames per Second).” Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York, 2018. Courtesy of
the artist and Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York. Photo: Adam Reich.

15. “Liz Deschenes: Rates (Frames per Second)” at Miguel Abreu Gallery
In 1889, scientist Étienne-Jules Marey created a machine that produced 60 photographs per second—an
invention that laid the groundwork for motion pictures. However, Marey wasn’t interested in the
technology’s capacity for illusion or entertainment; he was trying to use photography to understand the
relationship between movement, space, and time. This is the jumping off point for “ Rates (Frames per
Second),” Liz Deschenes’s heady new exhibition at Miguel Abreu Gallery’s two locations. The show brings
together several new series of silver-toned photograms—a material the artist has worked with before—
meticulously spaced from one another. Like Marey’s machine, the experience of walking along the
installation simulates the recorded passage of time.
Location: Miguel Abreu Gallery, 88 Eldridge Street and 36 Orchard Street
Price: Free
Time: Wednesday–Sunday, 10:30 a.m.–6:30 p.m.
—Taylor Dafoe

“Liz Deschenes / Sol LeWitt,” Goings On About Town: Art, The New Yorker, September 26, 2016

GOINGS ON ABOUT TOWN: ART

LIZ DESCHENES / SOL LEWITT
Abreu

LeWitt’s wall works and sculptures were all based on instructions. His photographs were similarly
systematic, from exhaustive inventories of his apartment (kitchen utensils, potted plants, reading
lamps) to images of brick walls and spheres. In this inspired pairing, installed in two parts,
Deschenes (a photographer and card-carrying conceptualist) responds with records of pure color
and passing phenomena. At the Paula Cooper gallery, in Chelsea, she sets translucent pink, rose, and
mauve panels in big white frames to create seductive, freestanding doors of perception. Downtown,
looming over hundreds of LeWitt’s color shots of graﬃti, taken on the Lower East Side in 1979, are
nine triangular photograms by Deschenes—imageless images that respond to light by obscuring it.
Through Oct. 23.
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Paula Cooper announced today its rst big fall show, a multi-part “sweeping celebration of Sol
LeWitt’s proli c career.” Set to open September 8, the exhibition will occupy both of Paula
Cooper’s gallery spaces on West 21st Street in Chelsea, as well as two additional spaces.
At the gallery’s 534 West 21st Street location, a selection of LeWitt’s wall drawings will be on
display, including his well-known “Wall Drawing #368” from 1982, as well as two Styrofoam
wall drawings from 1993. Complimenting the wall works will be one of his “Complex Form”
sculptures — a white, stalagmite-like painted wood piece from a larger series of similar works.
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At the 521 West 21st Street location, the gallery
will present a series of LeWitt’s works

wall drawings from 1993. Complimenting the wall works will be one of his “Complex Form”
sculptures — a white, stalagmite-like painted wood piece from a larger series of similar works.
At the 521 West 21st Street location, the gallery will present a series of LeWitt’s works
alongside new pieces by the experimental photographer Liz Deschenes. Organized in
collaboration with curator Olivier Renaud-Clément, “Sol Lewitt/Liz Deschenes: Photography,”
will feature LeWitt’s serialized photographic works from the mid-1970s onwards, such as
“Autobiography,” 1980, “Cut Maps,” 1976, “A sphere lit from the top, four sides, and all their
combinations,” 2004, and “Cube,” 1997. Deschenes’s gallery, Miguel Abreu, will present a
similar exhibition, titled “Liz Deschenes/Sol Lewitt: Photography,” which will run concurrently.
In addition to Paula Cooper’s two exhibition spaces, the gallery will exhibit one of LeWitt’s
open sculptures from 1990 at 529 West 21st Street, as well as an exhibition of LeWitt’s prints
at 192 Books.

— Taylor Dafoe (@tddafoe)
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Julie Baumgardner, “Photo finish: Liz Deschenes’ conceptual images take over the ICA in Boston,” Wallpaper, July 2016

Photo finish: Liz Deschenes’ conceptual
images take over the ICA in Boston

‘In terms of conceptual art, any conceptual artist would laugh. They
would say that conceptualism lasted a very short time and that was
in the 1960s,’ says artist Liz Deschenes, ‘I was born in 1966, so I
totally missed it!’ Photography has always been a pluralistic discipline, but it hasn’t been historicised in this way. Deschenes’ photographs follow more in line with process and presentation than
genre or subject – or rather, typical delineations of the medium.
‘It’s often thought to be this or that, i.e. analog or digital, colour or
black-and-white,’ she explains, ‘I don’t find those binaries to be as
compelling as the medium is.’
Now 50, the beloved new wave photographer, who has received
comparisons to Moholy-Nagy and James Welling, is finally receiving
her first mid-career survey at the Diller, Scofidio + Renfro-designed
Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston, the city which she was born.

‘The site is tremendous, right on the water,’ she exclaims, ‘As important as a site is, sites are flexible. I’m interested in the conditions of display. Often times people think the way things get displayed are static. It’s not.’

Seeing as presentation concerns inform much of these meditative
and physical works, the show isn’t merely a bunch of pretty photographs hung on the wall. The ICA exhibition traces Deschenes’
work from 1997 and eschews any chronological narrative, a conscientious decision arrived at from dialogues between her and curator
Eva Respini. Deschenes has taken advantage of what she calls ‘the
flexibility and dynamism’ of the institution to offer a ‘highly selected groupings of work’, even finishing the show with a site-specific
series for the museum’s Founders Gallery.
Her works stand out, quite literally – many of her photogram
works, such as Tilt / Swing, Gallery 7 and Gallery 4.1.1., rise from
the ground as freestanding objects while unravelling the layers of
what have been imposed as the defining components of photography (e.g. light, frame, subject, contrast, etc). Deschenes also often
forgoes the usage of a camera, just relying on natural sun or moonlight instead.
Deschenes offers luminous and reflective works – literally – wherein they mirror both what’s in front and behind them. For the show’s
finale, the series Timelines, 11-part silver-toned photograms act
as two-way seeing devices and are hung directly onto the gallery’s
glass walls, overlooking Boston’s busy port, ascending or descending depending on the vantage point. ‘The work obstructs the view
but it also reveals a different view at the same time,’ she says. ‘Like
many of my works, it [has] double functions. Every time I do a show
I like to reveal something in the process.’

Scout Hutchinson, “Field of Vision: Liz Deschenes at the ICA,” Big Red and Shiny, August 4, 2016

Field of Vision: Liz Deschenes at the ICA
BY SCOUT HUTCHINSON ON AUGUST 4, 2016
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In his quintessential text on vision, Techniques of the Observer, author and art historian Jonathan
Crary notes: “The mind does not reﬂect truth but rather extracts it from an ongoing process
involving the collision and merging of ideas.”(1) The nineteenth-century theorists he cites
understood perception as being in a state of ﬂux, informed by past sensations and transcending the
present moment.
The photographs of Liz Deschenes, whose ﬁrst mid-career survey is currently on view at the Institute of
Contemporary Art, Boston, seem to echo this sentiment. Dating from the late 1990s to the present, the
roughly twenty works on view clearly express a fascination with human perception—both the physical,
biological act of seeing and the conceptual processes that follow the intake of visual information. Calm and
cerebral, Deschenes’ photographs explore themes that range from process and material to vision and
perception and are lodged in the history of the medium itself.
Eschewing representational imagery, the New York-based artist works with abstract patterns, monochrome
prints, and glossy panels that more closely resemble sheets of metal than traditional photographs. The
latter are in fact photograms—a process that bypasses the camera and requires only light-sensitive paper,
photographic chemicals, and a light source to create an image. Photograms are most commonly exposed
under an enlarger or by sunlight, but Deschenes often makes her images by the light of the moon. Indeed,
there is something of the celestial, the organic, the elemental in her images that resemble materials like
mercury or obsidian. The photograms in Timelines (2016), a new piece created as a response to the
architecture of the John Hancock Founders Gallery which overlooks Boston Harbor, mimic the reﬂective,
blue-black color of the water below.

The subtle beauty of her metallic photograms in stark contrast to the bright, rainbow hues of pieces like
Gallery 4.1.1 (2015) and Elevation #1–#7 (1997), yet somehow the juxtaposition is not unsettling. As
Deschenes remarks, “I like taking seemingly opposing things and positioning them together.”(2) A sense of
cohesion is maintained throughout the exhibition by the work’s consistently clean, Minimalist forms and its
material presence.
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The subtle beauty of her metallic photograms in stark contrast to the bright, rainbow hues of pieces like
Gallery 4.1.1 (2015) and Elevation #1–#7 (1997), yet somehow the juxtaposition is not unsettling. As
Deschenes remarks, “I like taking seemingly opposing things and positioning them together.”(2) A sense of
cohesion is maintained throughout the exhibition by the work’s consistently clean, Minimalist forms and its
material presence.
Deschenes’ photograms are reminiscent of Minimalist works like Carl Andre’s 144 Aluminum Square (1967)

Big Red & Shiny
@BigRedandShiny
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and Richard Serra’s Prop pieces, while the more colorful prints share similarities with certain Donald Judd
sculptures. Perhaps the most signiﬁcant comparison can be found in Robert Morris’ Untitled (1965), in which
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the mirrored surfaces of four wooden cubes reﬂect and multiply the gallery around them. Morris’ intent
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was to make the viewer hyper-aware of his or her physical presence in relation to the sculptures.
(3) Deschenes describes how her photographic work aims to achieve a similar awareness in her audience:

[M]any of my photograms take on the rooms they’re exhibited in as a viewing device, where the

Embed

viewers can actually see themselves seeing and can have a clearer understanding of the object’s
construction—as well as of their own perception. I’d like people to have agency with the work and
their experiences, to develop a deeper sense of their relationships to space, light, color, and, of

ARCHIVES

course, photography.(4)
Archives Select Month

Like the Minimalists, materiality and the physical object are central to Deschenes’ work, yet her images and
geometric sculpture-photograph hybrids do not erase the evidence of the artist’s hand. Deschenes
remarks, “The hand versus the machine is something that I’ve investigated in a way that wasn’t of interest to
[Donald Judd] at all. The photograms are so handmade that the hand, as you can see, is still in them.”(5) Of
note, too, is the fact that although her work gives the appearance of metal, sleek enamel, or a mirror, the
eﬀect is an illusion. They are prints on photographic paper, an organic material that the artist has carefully
manipulated and experimented with to achieve the ﬁnal product. This is quite diﬀerent from the Minimalist
approach of outsourcing the fabrication of industrial materials in order to eliminate the presence of the
artist.

Deschenes’ work engages both with the theory and physical processes of making an image. Titles like Rise /
Fall, Tilt / Swing, and Shift / Rise refer to ways of positioning a camera in order to control focus and
perspective, while her Stereograph series alludes to the stereoscope: a viewing device that simulates depth
by focusing on two nearly identical images. Her work in the darkroom seems to challenge the precise set of
steps every student is taught to adhere to in an introductory photography course; her images are not
always permanently ﬁxed to the paper. As a result, the surfaces will “oxidize” over the course of the
exhibition according to the conditions of the gallery’s atmosphere. Unﬁxed and mutable, they take on a life
of their own. They become, in eﬀect, a kind of historical record, an abstract documentation of not only the
gallery space but our presence in it as well.
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Works like Gallery 7 (2014) and Gallery 4.1.1 (2015) expand on this concept. In Gallery 7, silver gelatin
Works like Gallery 7 (2014) and Gallery 4.1.1 (2015) expand on this concept. In Gallery 7, silver gelatin
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than work in
the exhibition; there is enough space between the ﬁve free-standing frames for the viewer to navigate in
and out of the monolithic works. The work feels serene, comprised of ﬁve pigment prints on acrylic that
range from pale blue to violet. While one side is reﬂective, the other side gives the eﬀect of a fogged
window through which one can make out only vague areas of light and dark.
Here Deschenes plays with
photographer and curator John
Szarkowski’s 1978 deﬁnition of
contemporary photography, in which
"the photograph is seen either as a
mirror—a romantic expression of the
photographer's sensibility as it projects
itself on the things and sights of this
world; or as window—through which
the exterior world is explored in all its
presence and reality."(8) Deschenes
cleverly translates Szarkowski’s
metaphor of mirrors and windows into a literal manifestation. The duplicity of surfaces in both Gallery
series is intended, in Deschenes’ words, to create “a new set of portals, reﬂective viewing experiences,
transparent viewing experiences, opaque viewing experiences.”(9)
Perhaps the most notable example of Deschenes’ experimental installation technique is found in Tilt / Swing
(360° �eld of vision, version 1) (2009). Comprised of six rectangular photograms mounted on sheets of metal,
Tilt / Swing greets the viewer upon entering the gallery. Only one of the six images is positioned on the
gallery wall. The others are hung from the ceiling, propped against the wall or laid ﬂat on the gallery ﬂoor.

series is intended, in Deschenes’ words, to create “a new set of portals, reﬂective viewing experiences,
transparent viewing experiences, opaque viewing experiences.”(9)
Perhaps the most notable example of Deschenes’ experimental installation technique is found in Tilt / Swing
(360° �eld of vision, version 1) (2009). Comprised of six rectangular photograms mounted on sheets of metal,
Tilt / Swing greets the viewer upon entering the gallery. Only one of the six images is positioned on the
gallery wall. The others are hung from the ceiling, propped against the wall or laid ﬂat on the gallery ﬂoor.
Installed in a ring, the work suggests suspended orbital movement, encouraging the eye to move from plate
to plate. The silvery sheen of their surfaces is blemished by stains from photographic chemicals and its
gradual oxidation process, giving them the appearance of tarnished antique mirrors which both reﬂect and
distort the viewer’s image.
Tilt / Swing is modeled after a 1935 illustration by Bauhaus artist Herbert Bayer, Diagram of 360 Degrees Field
of Vision, a replica of which accompanies the installation’s wall label. At turns a graphic designer, architect,
and photographer, Bayer took a particular interest in exhibition design, declaring it in 1961 “an intensiﬁed
and new language” which should be, among other things, concerned with “movement (of the display as well
as the visitor).”(10) When mounting a show Bayer would often install works on the ﬂoor or lean them
against the wall rather than resorting to the traditional formula for hanging two-dimensional work, in which
the center of the piece is positioned sixty inches from the ground (a standardized, “ideal” height).
The innovative designer conceived a way to take advantage of the full range of human vision, creating an
unusual and dynamic viewing experience that activated the eye. In the diagram, the viewer (depicted as a
human body with a single, hieroglyphic eye for a head) is positioned on a small elevated platform in the
center of a ring of rectangular panels, much like Deschenes’ Tilt / Swing. Unlike the ﬁgure in the reproduced
drawing, however, the viewer is barred from entering Deschenes’ circle of photograms—a shame, as this
would have been a compelling vantage point and seems fundamental to completing Bayer’s theory.

The Bauhaus member was equally concerned with the viewer’s physical movement within the gallery, going
so far as to direct visitors by adhering cutouts of footprints to the ﬂoor.(11) Deschenes, however, is not as
interested in such a rigid experience of her work. The space being fairly open, there is not a clear path that
directs us through the exhibition. There are no benches—ubiquitous of museums and galleries—
strategically placed in front of individual works to indicate an ideal vantage point. These conditions
encourage the viewer to move around the works more ﬂuidly, navigating the entire exhibition
autonomously. Like Bayer, Deschenes’ innovative installation design is an “acknowledgment of the
relationship between the viewer and that which is viewed.”(12)
This relationship is clearly signiﬁcant to Deschenes, and feeds back into her notion of human perception as
a complex, shifting and historical process. It extends in both directions from the present moment, informed
by past experiences and continuing to develop long after the initial viewing of the image. Deschenes
explains that within the model of past, present, and future, the latter is determined by “how the work
changes, and how people interact with the work,” placing an emphasis on the viewer and her role in
completing—or at least extending—the work.(13) How liberating, then, for a medium whose identity has
been deﬁned by capturing a single moment, to instead be viewed as a “continuum”—for an image’s
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completing—or at least extending—the work.(13) How liberating, then, for a medium whose identity has
been deﬁned by capturing a single moment, to instead be viewed as a “continuum”—for an image’s
meaning to unfold over time.(14)
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Since the early 1990s, Liz Deschenes has made photographs stripped bare, focusing on elements of light,
material, and space to expose the aesthetic and conceptual boundaries of the medium. Here, Deschenes
discusses her current midcareer retrospective at the Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston, as well as her
fascination with the histories and challenges of photography. The show is on view through October 18, 2016.
PHOTOGRAPHY IS still being historicized and I’m happy about that, but I’m no historian. What I am most
interested in is how long it took for certain discoveries to be worked out. For example, it was discovered in the
early 1700s that silver halides are light sensitive, but it was not until the early 1800s that people—the
inventors of photography—learned how to arrest the action of the light on silver, and not until 1839 that this
research was formally presented. I make work, and do research for the classes that I teach, that responds
directly to these histories of photography and art.
Just like other disciplines, photography needs to be reinterpreted constantly. I’ve become fascinated by an
economy of means: to make the most out of the least amount of materials, and to not put more work forward
in an exhibition than absolutely necessary. With that, I’m often surprised by what occurs in both making and
exhibiting. Just as camera translates into “room” in Latin, many of my photograms take on the rooms they’re
exhibited in as a viewing device, where the viewers can actually see themselves seeing and can have a
clearer understanding of the object’s construction—as well as of their own perception. I’d like people to have
agency with the work and their experiences, to develop a deeper sense of their relationships to space, light,
color, and, of course, photography.
For my current retrospective at the ICA, I worked closely with chief curator Eva Respini to collect pieces that
are critical to the trajectory of the work and could be brought into new spaces and conversations. Over the
course of a year we developed a scale model for the exhibition, while simultaneously editing a book that
would not copy the show at all. Through the pieces and the curatorial choices—from the placement to the
walls themselves, and the light within the galleries—we’ve presented an opportunity for people who have
never seen the work to view twenty years of it, in absolute ideal conditions.
The eleven new works for the series “Timelines” came from a prompt from Eva last summer to respond to the
building, specifically the founder’s gallery, which connects the east and the west galleries with one of the
most tremendous views of Boston. Over time and many site visits, I arrived at a proposal to make and install
works on the windows—specifically, photograms that I made a few months ago, which are all curved in their
artist frames, and descend or ascend in height depending on which way the viewer moves. They produce an
illusion that the works will continue beyond the building. I installed them on every other window panel, and
the works can look like part of the building or reveal themselves as artworks, while simultaneously drawing
attention to the panes of glass and the weather that is held at bay. As a New Englander, I am acutely aware
of the ever-changing weather patterns in Boston and all of New England. It’s also important to note that
through the model and 3-D sketch-ups, we constructed the walls and decided on the “anchor” works for the
exhibition. I only wanted to exhibit works that would reveal my current concerns as a maker. I hope there is a
through line through the twenty years worth of work.
Like many other artists, I really do not remember a time when I did not have the desire to make images. At
the Rhode Island School of Design, students have to choose their major during their freshman year. I chose
photography because I knew very little about the medium but at the same time was constantly surrounded by
it. Until this decision, I had only had experience with cameras on family outings and at school events. I did not
know how to load a 35 mm camera or use a reflex or range finder. Through that experience I was presented
with challenges, technically and otherwise, and I made a tremendous number of mistakes. Today, I’m still
fascinated by photography’s complexities, uncertainties, and potential to captivate. Curiosity drew me to it,
and I continue to be enthralled by the discipline and history of photography.
— As told to Gabriel H. Sanchez
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“Liz Deschenes at the Walker Art Center,” Aperture, January 21, 2015

Liz Deschenes at the Walker Art Center

Liz Deschenes’s works exist as photographic objects and understanding of its realization at once.
During the last three decades, Deschenes has sought to expand what defines the viewing of a
photograph, her work inhabiting a space between image and sculpture. Over the years she has
pared down the photograph to its most basic elements– paper, light, and chemical– and amplified
them. Now, for a yearlong exhibition occupying the Walker Art Center’s seventh-floor gallery,
Deschenes presents a large-scale installation, or “photographic intervention.” Of her work in the
2010 Whitney Biennial, she told BOMB Magazine, “What I am responding to is that photography
is a translation of color and tones—a language.” Her aims are more abstract than traditional
photography, she explained, often to “enable the viewer to see the inconstancy of the conditions
of display, which are always at play but sometimes hard to see.”
In this most recent project, she shifts the contours of the room by letting in natural light and
reorienting the layout with rectangular, colored panels, which consist of a combination of silvery
photograms and digitally printed blue monochromes. She creates these photograms using a
method for which she has become well known, in which she makes use of dim nighttime light on
photosensitive paper, to be later washed with silver toner. Much like her new layout of the
exhibition space itself, the result of the photograms depends on subtle shifts of light across space,
here across surfaces. The other panels represent newer experiments with digital pigment printing
on acrylic in various shades of blue. It’s an intervention in that the display’s parts alternately take
in and reflect light, same as they intend to rearrange our movements. In that vein, Deschenes uses
not just the materials of photography but also its usual setting for viewing– the show title,
“Gallery 7,” is the original 1971 name for the gallery space, now called the Medtronic Gallery.
“Gallery 7 is on view at the Walker Art Center, in Minneapolis, MN, through November 22.

Thea Ballard, “How to Light a Show: Liz Deschenes Turns the Gallery Into a Camera,” Modern Painters, December 2014
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Installation view of "Gallery 7" at the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis.
(Photo: Gene Pittman, 2014. Courtesy the Walker Art Center, Minneapolis)
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Liz Deschenes

“In many white cubes, you could be virtually anywhere,” says Liz Deschenes, in her Ridgewood,
Queens, studio, walking around a model of a gallery in the Barnes building at the Walker Art Center in
Minneapolis. “Here, you’ll know exactly where you are in the world.” In the model, scaled so that an inch
represents one foot of space, she has arranged small foamcore models of the sculptural, stand-alone
photogram pieces she will exhibit on the gallery floor—spare and conceptual, in the vein of the body of work
for which the artist has become known.

Her studio is a fittingly uncluttered space that, on this crisp late September day, contains fragments of the
Walker exhibition, set to open November 22. She pieces together, in a somewhat circular fashion, how these elements relate to one
another: transparent squares of blue Plexi hanging on the wall—matching the artist’s button-down shirt, in a pleasing chromatic twist—
are revealed to be references to “blue fade tests done by conservators to show how sensitive to light a pigment is. It’s not a mediumspecific way to evaluate how lightfast a work is; it’s used from painting to photography to sculpture,” she says. Material samples, models,
and older pieces line the studio’s walls, the silvery, oxidized finish of her photograms—photographic works made without a camera by
exposing photo paper to light—demonstrating what the final appearance of the rectangular models will be. There isn’t, as far as I can tell,
a camera anywhere in the room, but there is an array of household tools organized on a table, perhaps a better indication of her practice.
Having received traditional training as a photographer at the Rhode Island School of Design in the mid 1980s, Deschenes has, for the
past two decades, pursued a deconstructed, critically minded approach to the medium: one that places emphasis on the materials and
mechanics of the photographic, invoking a rich history of producing and theorizing images, and developing a spatially minded minimal

exposing photo paper to light—demonstrating what the final appearance of the rectangular models will be. There isn’t, as far as I can tell,
a camera anywhere in the room, but there is an array of household tools organized on a table, perhaps a better indication of her practice.
Having received traditional training as a photographer at the Rhode Island School of Design in the mid 1980s, Deschenes has, for the
past two decades, pursued a deconstructed, critically minded approach to the medium: one that places emphasis on the materials and
mechanics of the photographic, invoking a rich history of producing and theorizing images, and developing a spatially minded minimal
aesthetic that is quietly beautiful. In addition to photograms, she has also taken an interest in processes including dye transfer, the
materials for which were discontinued by Kodak in the early 1990s, and the green screen. “There’s not one procedure I use,” she explains.
“There are multiple procedures depending on what it is I’m responding to. I’m interested in making cameraless works, but I think it’s
more about an inversion of elements playing against each other than it is a dedication to the photogram, or any other process, per se. It’s
a means to an end for dealing with materials, an architectural mirror.” Important, too, is an interaction between the mechanics she
invokes and the natural world. Her first photograms, created in Madrid in 2003, were exposed outdoors at night, picking up on the moon
and the stars, as well as the city’s ambient light. Lately, she creates the pieces in Bennington, Vermont, where she also teaches, a location
whose seclusion allows the material to have a focused response to primarily natural light. Additionally, recent works have emphasized an
expansion beyond the traditional frame of a photographic image. Aside from pieces like Green Screen 4, 2001, which extends to rest on
the floor, or Bracket, 2013, four parallelograms that, though stationary on the wall, create an odd, sideways sense of perspective,
Deschenes’s oeuvre often incorporates the architecture of its location, toying with the viewer’s relationship to the space.
The Walker show will do this in a particularly rooted way, interacting with not just the Barnes building but—on the occasion of its 75th
anniversary—the institution’s history as well. Initially, Deschenes intended to create a work for the museum’s Herzog & de Meuron
building, which generally houses minimalist pieces, but a scheduling overlap led her to the older Barnes, a fortunate change of plans. Her
actual interventionsare light-handed: a series of the paneled, stand-alone photograms; three horizontal lines running the perimeter of the
gallery and recalling a three-tier hanging system employing visible wires used by the Walker around 1940; the decision to remove the
neutral-density filters the museum uses on the one large window at the building’s front, filling the space with natural light and opening
up visibility on each side of the gallery’s walls. It is smaller, less visible details, however, that color in these gestures. For example, the
photograms are sized in the proportions of an index card, intended to recall an iteration of Lucy Lippard’s “Numbers” exhibition series,
“c. 7,500,” which showed at the Walker in 1973. They’re also arranged in such a way that, when viewed from above, their shape recalls the
angles of the Walker’s staircases. And crucially, Deschenes says, “the works are placed where you would generally find the spectator
standing, so there’s a reversal: the work takes the place of the viewer’s position.”
This, alongside the now-transparent window, serves to locate the viewer by disrupting her relationship to the room. “Being in a museum
with density-filtered windows is like wearing sunglasses,” she explains. “It really separates the museum from its neighbors. I’m looking at
the space not only as a site of intervention but as a way of thinking about the work in relationship to cameras. To me, the gallery becomes
an enormous camera, a viewing platform, a way of looking at the city of Minneapolis throughout the entirety of a year.” The unfiltered
light will, of course, also activate the photographic works, which, though fixed, slowly oxidize in response to the conditions of the space in
which they’re installed—ultimately, over time, allowing them to bear some trace of the site in which they are displayed. The artist often
plays with how works are lit. For example, a photogram installation at the Museum of Modern Art in New York this past summer,
Tilt/Swing, 2009, was lit at lower levels than the work surrounding it. “I like to work with the spaces I’ve been given, but not necessarily
the light I’ve been given,” she says. “I think this kind of intervention slows people down, though it may not be readily apparent.”
In the case of this commission, notes Deschenes, “all of the works are double-sided. People often mistake my pieces for being metal and
not photographic, so in this case, you are actually able to see the back of the works, which are mounted to aluminum.” They are also
slightly angled back in their frames, so they will mirror the architecture of the gallery. In the end she says, “I’m hoping that what I’ve
made, alongside the preexisting apertures of the space, creates a new set of portals, reflective viewing experiences, transparent viewing
experiences, opaque viewing experiences.” It’s a project that contains shades of Brian O’Doherty’s seminal essays on the homogeneity of
the gallery interior and the lack of porousness between these spaces and the world outside them, in Inside the White Cube5 however,
Deschenes is careful to describe what she’s doing as motivated less by institutional critique and more by “an interest in responding to the
museum’s configurations: removing walls, taking down filters, or putting work in the place where one expects to find the viewer. I’m
hoping it’s a conversation, though,” she says, laughing. “It’s not easy to get museums to take down walls.”
Deschenes has held a number of teaching posts at institutions including Bard, Columbia, and, since 2006, Bennington College. Her
practice’s engagement with the history of photography—particularly Jonathan Crary’s influential text Techniques of the Observer, which
is writ large over projects like the viewing platform she has produced at the Walker—is, she says, very much the result of writing her own
syllabi. As an active creator of both pedagogy and work that pushes forth an expanded understanding of photography, she is, it seems,
angling to shift photography’s position from a secondary medium beholden to framing single moments in time and space to a process
containing past, present, and future. I propose to her that her oeuvre has a foot in each of these tenses, and she agrees. “Looking at how
the medium has been historicized is the looking back, expanding how photography is considered is the present, and the future would be

practice’s engagement with the history of photography—particularly Jonathan Crary’s influential text Techniques of the Observer, which
is writ large over projects like the viewing platform she has produced at the Walker—is, she says, very much the result of writing her own
syllabi. As an active creator of both pedagogy and work that pushes forth an expanded understanding of photography, she is, it seems,
angling to shift photography’s position from a secondary medium beholden to framing single moments in time and space to a process
containing past, present, and future. I propose to her that her oeuvre has a foot in each of these tenses, and she agrees. “Looking at how
the medium has been historicized is the looking back, expanding how photography is considered is the present, and the future would be
how the work changes, and how people interact with the work, which are the variables that are, to a certain degree, completely out of my
hands,” she says. “Not only do I hope it involves past, present, and future, but it involves how many constraints I can establish, and the
work either fails or succeeds within them.”
In working with an expanded notion of photography, Deschenes joins a continuing tradition of artists experimenting with the form. She
cites an exhibition she curated in 2000 at Andrew Kreps Gallery in New York, “Photography about Photography,” which included artists
like Thomas Ruff, Louise Lawler, and Vera Lutter, as, at that point, a rare opportunity to exhibit artists with “self-reflexive practices” in
photography. “In 2000,” she says, “nobody wanted to talk about nonnarrative concepts of photography. I didn’t have a big audience for
that project, but I had 13 amazing artists—important people making important strides in photography.” It seems, however, that a niche
has been carved for this sort of work, evidenced by exhibitions like this past summer’s “Fixed Variable” at Hauser & Wirth and an
upcoming survey of new photography, mostly by women, at the Guggenheim. Deschenes was recently a recipient of DeCordova Sculpture
Park’s Rappaport Prize, a major award given to an artist with strong ties to New England (in addition to teaching in Vermont, the artist
was born and raised in Boston). Accordingly, she had much on her plate when we spoke—she is also in the early stages of curating
another exhibition of photography and video for MASS MoCA, for which participating artists will select their own works to display,
accompanying a new commission from Deschenes. With her installation at the Walker set to remain open for a year, the longest the artist
has been able to display workin one space, she’s leaving plans for the exhibition open-ended, as well. “Right now, I look at the project as a
proposition,” she says. “I may install works from the permanent collection. I may work collaboratively with choreographers. A lot will be
revealed through not only the inauguration of the exhibition but its duration.”
This is, after all, the future-facing element of Deschenes’s practice: the variables she can’t control. “If I could predict outcomes, I don’t
know if I’d be as engaged in doing this,” she tells me. “The work changes, the sites change, the viewer changes, the artist changes. All
those things are changing in relation to each other, but not in a way that can be measured.”
A version of this article appears in the December 2014 issue of Modern Painters magazine.
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!

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Exhibition:

Liz Deschenes
Stereographs #1 - 4 (Rise / Fall)

Dates:

May 9 – June 25, 2014

Reception:

Friday, May 9, 6 – 8PM

Miguel Abreu Gallery is pleased to announce Liz Deschenes’ Stereographs #1 - 4 (Rise / Fall), opening at the gallery’s
36 Orchard Street location on Friday, May 9th, 2014.
Deschenes’ Stereograph series was initially conceived for her exhibition at the Secession, Vienna, in 2012. It
considers the double nature of the photographic medium by referencing stereoscopy, a historical image production
technique that simulates human three-dimensional vision via the placing of two nearly identical pictures at eye
distance from each other. When they are viewed through a stereoscopic apparatus, a hybrid of mechanical and
natural seeing occurs that creates an illusion of spatiality, while the planar characteristics of the photographs are
retained.
The four Stereographs comprising the installation at the gallery are narrow elongated photograms, joined together in
angular forms evoking the bellows of a large-format camera, a recurrent motif in Deschenes’ work that alludes to
architectural photography. Taking as its point of departure the etymology of the word “camera,” which can be
traced to the word “room” from Latin, this series attempts to reframe the configurations of an exhibition space.
The works function in a stereo graphic manner: as Johanna Burton wrote, they “must be seen not only as dilating
context and insisting on spatial occupation, but also as moving speculatively: developing.”
For more information or for visuals, please contact the gallery:
Miguel Abreu Gallery
88 Eldridge Street (between Hester & Grand) / 36 Orchard Street (between Canal & Hester)
New York, NY 10002
Telephone 212.995.1774 • post@miguelabreugallery.com
Hours: Wednesday – Sunday, 10:30AM to 6:30PM and by appointment
Subway: F to East Broadway; B, D to Grand Street; J, M, Z to Delancey / Essex Street

!

Martha Schwendener, “Liz Deschenes: ‘Stereographs #1-4 (Rise/Fall)‘,” Art in Review, The New York Times, May 16, 2014, p. C27

“Liz Deschenes,” Goings On About Town: Art, The New Yorker, June 9-16, 2014, p. 22

GOINGS ON ABOUT TOWN: ART

LIZ DESCHENES
Conceptually elegant and rigorously minimal, Deschenes’s new installation frames the gallery’s
empty space with what appear to be two pairs of V-shaped steel bars, facing each other across the
room. But what looks like smudged, striated metal is actually the glossy surface of a seven-foot-high
silver-toned photogram, which was exposed to moonlight in the course of a night. There are no
images here, only phenomena—fugitive traces of atmosphere brushing up against a sensitive surface.
Balancing subtleties of process and perception, Deschenes continues to pare her work down to an
alluring but elusive essence. Through June 25.

“Liz Deschenes, ‘Stereographs #1-4’,” Time Out New York, May 15-21, 2014

Liz Deschenes,
"Stereographs #1–4"
Deschenes's highly abstracted, deeply self-reflexive and deconstructive
approach to photography (which is often cameraless) has the virtue of
being as elegant as it is austere. In this show, she's fashioned silvery,
elongated photograms into columnar forms, which are distributed around
the gallery to suggest the corners of an invisible room. And indeed, part
of the point here is to recall that camera is Latin for "room."

Roxana Marcoci, “Radical Looking: In the Presence of the Image, in the Absence of Spectacle,”
Mousse Magazine, No. 43, April-May 2014, pp. 256-261
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RADICAL LOOKING:
IN THE PRESENCE OF THE IMAGE,
IN THE ABSENCE OF SPECTACLE
BY ROXANA MARCOC I
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From, Top, Left, Clockwise - Bracket 1, 2013; Bracket 2, 2013; Bracket 4, 2013; Bracket 3, 2013.
Courtesy: Campoli Presti, London/Paris
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One of the principles of instantaneous photography is its ability to capture a moment
and thus produce a “still” of what has just now become the past. But the work of Liz
Deschenes seems to imply a multiple timeframe of the moment, a “duration,” which refers
to history, reflects on the present, continues to unfold in time, and produces new forms of
subjectivities. Roxana Marcoci conducts an “in reverse” interview with the artist that reveals
her particular procedures and anti-spectacle techniques, between cinema and photography,
and certain ways of reorganizing the viewing experience.

Deeply invested in the histories of photography, film, architecture and exhibition design, Liz Deschenes has furthered (without any trumpets) an uncompromising critique of late capitalist society, hic et nunc, when capital, to paraphrase
Marxist theorist Guy Debord, was accumulated to the point where it became
image. If photography has been at once linked to technological apparatuses and
global capitalism, manifest in the “blizzard” surplus of images, how can it be
now uncoupled from the circuit of unsustainable production, instant circulation, bulimic consumption and imperialist redistribution? Deschenes’ radical
reconception of the proper site of politics offers a counter-model. Her installations—these include dye-transfer/technicolor monochromes, photo-filmic
moirés, green-screen works, cameraless photograms with reflective surfaces,
and zoetrope-like installations of photograms that reflect the space outside the
work—resist adding any more pictures to the world. Images, in her installations, are stripped of their de facto function as agents of spectacle. We are faced
instead with an urgent questioning of the culture of consumerism—of images
and products. And with an insistence on site-specificity, mechanisms of display,
experience of materiality (as in Marxian materialism), and accruing temporalities/histories in the act of looking.

Deschenes delves into the conditions of seeing as an extensive interplay between the agent-subject and reality. She enters into a dialogue with historical
avant-garde precedents: Herbert Bayer, Alexander Dorner, El Lissitzky, László
Moholy-Nagy, etc. The idea of perception as a confluence of the phenomenal
and the social was central to Moholy-Nagy, hence his association with the political Volkstheater of the Weimar-era playwright and director Erwin Piscator,
who visualized the act of seeing as consciousness-raising. In her set of Tilt/
Swing constructs Deschenes references Bayer’s 1935 spatial scheme for extending the viewing experience—a post-Bauhaus diagram consisting of a ring of
panels installed at 360 degrees around a central viewer. Deschenes similarly
visualizes the act of seeing in a non-linear way (it’s her proneness for the
oblique), but dismantles Bayer’s panoptic structure into fragmented reflections
of the viewer’s motion in space. Each move engages cognitive reorientation.
Eschewing a fixed, predetermined position, she channels attention to the processes of looking. Visual agency is ultimately her subject. Perception is historically bound to a specific time, gender, experience and context; and it is through
this dynamic interrelation, or bonds of sociality, that the work’s signification, its
promise of continuous discursivity, is generated.

Elevation #1-7, 1997-2003. Courtesy: the artist and Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York

4. Would you say that at times your work shifts toward filmic possibilities? Your series of moiré photographs made through the misregistration of several
negatives provokes a startlingly vibrant optical effect that nearly causes vision to blur—an “innervation” similar to that experienced when watching Hans
Richter’s flicker films or the hypnotic, pulsating rhythms of Duchamp’s rotoreliefs. What are the political stakes of opening an analogy between technical
media (photography, film) and the mechanisms of human imaginary?

liz deschenes: The relationship to those works is pertinent, and it is
also important to note that there are a few series of works before the moirés that
were less optical, and more process-based, that explored film and photography’s shared technologies. Elevation #1-7, 1997-2003, Blue Screen Process, 2001,
and Black and White #1-5, 2003, are three series of photographs that precede
the moirés, and take on some of the shared conditions of film and photography. Elevation utilized Dye Transfer prints—Technicolor in film—while Blue
Screen Process featured almost every type of print available in 2001, from analog
to hybrids to an enormous inkjet print, and Black and White referenced some
of the binary schisms so prevalent when talking about film or photography’s
use of black and white or color, and digital or analog. It has been a consistent
procedure to take what is known in another medium and reposition it in the
realm of photography. This brings me to the moirés. By misregistering two
pieces of film, the resulting print has the illusion of movement, which is largely
associated with film; when photography has movement it appears as a blur. To
confound that limitation was a challenge—to make something with a property
largely outside of the confines of photography and the expectations that are
brought to looking at a photographic work. I was also interested in the moirés’
capacity to extend beyond the frame. This would be in tune with Duchamp’s
rotoreliefs and the anaglyphes, as well as Hans Richter’s Rhythmus 21. My most
recent body of work references an apparatus from film, and is currently on view

in a group exhibition at ICP, “What Is a Photograph?” It is a 13-part photographic work comprised of photograms and titled Untitled (Zoetrope), 2013.
Carol Squiers, the curator of the exhibition, asked me for some writing on the
work, and here is how I responded to a few of her questions:
The photograms are stand-ins for the slits of a zoetrope; everything in the
piece is a reversal from the pre-cinematic zoetrope. The slits of a zoetrope
are convex (part of the circle), the photograms are concave. The slits on a
zoetrope are a removal so that the viewer can see in; the photograms are an
addition that allows the viewer to see everything that is outside the work reflected back in the work.
The number is rather straightforward—it comes up most frequently in relation
to zoetrope slits or openings.
It’s probably the minimum number of openings to have the illusion of persistence of vision.
The size of the works corresponds to a human being’s center or core. The viewer activates the work from their movement, which is another reversal—the zoetrope would move in a circular motion, but here the zoetropes are static and the
viewer is in motion.
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3. In your signature Tilt/Swing (2009) you materialize Herbert Bayer’s Diagram of 360° field of vision (1935) by
floating six large photograms in an oculus-like formation of all viewpoint possibilities. This installation marks a
break with strategies of canonical museum display. It grants viewers an intensified sense of visual agency. Can
you speak about the underpinnings of this field of vision extended into architecture?

Oppos
insta
Prest
Campo

Above
insta
Lane
2007.
Prest

ld: It began with a curiosity to make the drawing come to life, albeit with
some significant shifts and edits. The drawing has one viewer who is centrally
located on a pedestal—I took out this key component. The diagram was most
certainly intended for the display of paintings; in Tilt/Swing paintings are supplanted by highly reflective photograms. The architecture becomes as significant as the panels around them and the viewer is liberated from standard viewing procedures.
Nicholas Knight, artist and writer, in his review of the exhibition states, “The

exhibition title Tilt/Swing takes its name from the movements of the camera
lenses used in architectural photography. Deschenes turns the language back on
itself with a large six-panel work, itself titled Tilt/Swing, creating a piece that
imposes optical distortions onto the space rather than discreetly eliminating
them. Tilt/swing lenses work by allowing a photographer to place the lens on a
plane that is not parallel to the plane of the film. The most common purpose is
for making the straight lines of architecture perfectly parallel and orthogonal in
the image, rather than allowing them to converge perspectivally.” 1

2. Sigmar Polke once said that “a negative is never finished,” implying that a photograph is not determined by
the decisive moment (releasing the shutter), but by a series of expanded, unfinished temporalities. I think of this
each time I’m in front of one of your photograms (taken by daylight or moonlight) whose abstract surfaces are
reminiscent of direct-positive daguerreotypes. Would you say your work engages multiple temporalities? Differently put, can we speak of historical unevenness, where past and future tenses spawn a network of meanings
that vexes linear exposition?

ld: Last fall, I had the opportunity to exhibit work in solo shows in London
and Paris at the same time. I entitled the exhibitions using the names of these
cities so crucial to the inventions of photography, adding the word bracket and
putting the names of the cities in parentheses. All of the works were photograms
that referenced Fox-Talbot and Daguerre. I hope that this potential Polke refers
to is manifest in the photograms, that mirror their environments, change as they

oxidize, acquire a history of where they have been exhibited, resulting in work
that shifts in relation to the viewer and the site. The photographs simultaneously refer to their history, reflect the present, and will continue to unfold over
time, altering one of the precepts or often-cited characteristics of photography
and its fixed relationship to the past.
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Opposite - “Bracket (Paris)”,
installation view at Campoli
Presti, Paris, 2013. Courtesy:
Campoli Presti, London/Paris
Above - “Photographs”,
installation view at Sutton
Lane (Campoli Presti), London,
2007. Courtesy: Campoli
Presti, London/Paris

Right - “Tilt/Swing”,
installation view at Miguel
Abreu Gallery, New York, 2009.
Courtesy: the artist and
Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York
Below, Left - Green Screen
#6, 2001. Courtesy: Campoli
Presti, London/Paris
Below, Right - “Bracket
(London)”, installation view
at Campoli Presti, London,
2013. Courtesy: Campoli
Presti, London/Paris

1. You’ve been called a photographer’s photographer, although you confront your viewers with a paradoxical
coincidence of unconventional photographic and architectural production. I’ll get back to the way you actively
extend the framework of photography into architecture, but first can you say a few words about the hybridity of
legacies in your practice?

ld: I have reversed the order and chronology of your questions. The first
one, this one, is the most difficult to answer, in part because it addresses how
the work has been received, alongside some of the procedures I have chosen
to employ. I learned in my first solo exhibition that I could not address all the
issues I wanted to investigate in one body of work—there had to be a focused
sequence of displays over time, that would incrementally take on issues of selfreflexivity and the conditions of display. The work, in distinct series, has taken
on the guise of sculptures, architectural structures, and the monochrome that is
almost exclusively associated with painting’s domain. In question #4, I address

many of the series that have taken on film and movement. What all of these
works and series have in common is that every one of these investigations positions photography in a central role, not the supporting role to which it is often
relegated. I hope that in the previous responses I have begun to describe some
of those procedures that you refer to in this question.
1. Nicholas Knight, Liz Deschenes, “Tilt/Swing” at Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York
http://nicholasknight.net/wordpress/?p=166 (May 25, 2009)
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Moire #11, 2007. Courtesy: Campoli Presti, London/Paris

Previous Spread - “Bracket (London)”, installation view at Campoli
Presti, London, 2013. Courtesy: Campoli Presti, London/Paris
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In the first room of American photographer Liz Deschenes’s exhibition “Bracket (London),” a series of
deep viridian photograms hung unframed in a neat row: Bracket 1, Bracket 2, Bracket 3, and Bracket 4
(all works 2013). The surfaces of these four large parallelograms, designed to reflect the light and
shadows cast by the gallery’s skylights and windows, changed according to the fluctuations of the
natural daylight that streamed in. The gallery’s second room contained two more photograms, silvertoned and tarnished-looking, which offered a stark contrast to the iridescence of the previous space.
One, Bracket 6, was hinged at right angles to the wall, as though a blank window or door, while the
second, Bracket 7, was curled to create a concave mirror nestled inside a smaller open box frame.
One of the earliest forms of photography, a photogram is made without a camera by exposing
photosensitive paper to light over a period of time. Deschenes made the works on view here at night,
exposing the paper slowly to ambient (and artificial, in the case of the four parallelogram pieces) light.
She then toned, fixed, and washed the photograms, creating a series of pours, trickles, puddles, and
pools, which marks the surfaces of the photograms in thin, uneven veils that register by turns as shiny
and opaque, dull and matte when caught in the light. These surface effects are minimal yet ravishing:
all Whistler-nocturne and pearly petrol sheen.
But these effects are purely tricks of the light—most of the photograms are in a slow state of material
as well as visual flux. The fragile silver gelatin used to arrest the slow exposure of the work gradually
deteriorates, and the photograms continue to slowly oxidize, darken, and change appearance over time.
Of all photographic processes, the photogram is the most literal as a material indexing of the world
outside it. Deschenes’s skylight-shaped works—which pun on the notion of the photograph as a
“window on the world”—are powerful precisely because they do not set out to represent the world as
much as insist upon their material status as objects in it.
Photography is posed here not as a statement but as a question. Deschenes’s works are not simply
about photography’s past, despite their looking back to Fox Talbot, Niépce, and Daguerre. They look
also to the present conditions of the photograph as an object in a state of flux and interrogation.
Deschenes insistence on the slow exposure of her photograms stands in stark contrast to the
production of the digital image, drawing attention instead to the evidence, and occasional errors, that
the handmade work contains (and what could be more analog than a handmade, moonlight-processed,
camera-free photograph?). Testing—developing—the limits and possibilities of the photographic
medium continues to be a v iable and productive activity for Deschenes, for, despite the archaic nature
of her processes, she is keyed into contemporary debates that circulate around questions of the analog
and digital, of close looking versus rapid reproduction and dissemination. The subtle yet stunning visual
effects Deschenes achieves temper the seriousness of her endeavor. For there is a playful aspect to
her works, too. They are surprising, affective objects whose demand for close attention belies their
apparently simple surfaces. The weight of those discourses is worn lightly, with a confidence that is
utterly compelling.
—Jo Applin
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volatile. By contrast, Deschenes’s works insist,
rootless circulation and corruption, are more
however tentatively, that somewhere, sometime,
volatile. By contrast, Deschenes’s works insist,
light and matter did in fact coincide, that reality
however tentatively, that somewhere, sometime,
still leaves a trace behind. Charlesworth
light and matter did in fact coincide, that reality
still leaves a trace behind. Charlesworth

Bracket 4, 2013, silver-toned gelatin silver print mounted on aluminium,
183 × 91 cm. Courtesy Campoli Presti, London & Paris
Bracket 4, 2013, silver-toned gelatin silver print mounted on aluminium,
183 × 91 cm. Courtesy Campoli Presti, London & Paris
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On a typically snowy January morning in Vienna, I visited the famed Secession to see an exh
York–based artist Liz Deschenes. For many years her work has articulated a materialist sta
On a typically snowy January morning in Vienna, I visited the famed Secession to see an exhibition by New
taking pictures of things in the world, Deschenes usually works sans camera, turning to the
York–based artist Liz Deschenes. For many years her work has articulated a materialist stance; rather than
photography and proposing discursive questions about its philosophical, scientific, and expe
taking pictures of things in the world, Deschenes usually works sans camera, turning to the inner life of
possibilities. Deschenes has recently called her approach “stereographic,” a term originally c
photography and proposing discursive questions about its philosophical, scientific, and experimental
for two nearly identical prints that are paired and viewed through a stereoscope to produce
possibilities. Deschenes has recently called her approach “stereographic,” a term originally coined in the 1850s
single image. Deschenes employs this operation of doubling and dividing to give the viewer a
for two nearly identical prints that are paired and viewed through a stereoscope to produce a 3-D illusion of a
participate in her work, and it also places an emphasis on the constantly changing nature of
single image. Deschenes employs this operation of doubling and dividing to give the viewer a chance to actively
photographs.
participate in her work, and it also places an emphasis on the constantly changing nature of her recent
photographs.
As soon as I stripped off my coat and sweater at the museum, I learned that I needed to exit,

chosen a rarely used side door outside the building as the entrance to her show. Bringing my
As soon as I stripped off my coat and sweater at the museum, I learned that I needed to exit, since Deschenes had
crisply to the Secession’s unique architecture, this unusual parcours led to a so-called “viewf
chosen a rarely used side door outside the building as the entrance to her show. Bringing my attention even more
empty hallway before two other rooms that (stereographically) forked to the left and right. I
crisply to the Secession’s unique architecture, this unusual parcours led to a so-called “viewfinder,” a small
chambers Deschenes had installed a series of moonlight-exposed photograms—Stereograph #
empty hallway before two other rooms that (stereographically) forked to the left and right. Inside these
and lean silver-toned planks, which she coupled to form four sets in each room. The energeti
chambers Deschenes had installed a series of moonlight-exposed photograms—Stereograph #1–#16, 2012—long
within these brackets reframed and isolated—as one does when taking a picture—the spaces, and they offered an atmosphere for co
and lean silver-toned planks, which she coupled to form four sets in each room. The energetic spaces formed
concentration. In turn, the photograms themselves were still developing—oxidizing in situ and already bearing the traces of their ti
within these brackets reframed and isolated—as one does when taking a picture—the spaces, and they offered an atmosphere for contemplation and
Secession’s lower gallery.
concentration. In turn, the photograms themselves were still developing—oxidizing in situ and already bearing the traces of their time spent in the
Secession’s lower gallery.
In an interview in the show’s catalogue, Deschenes notes, “The reference is cameras as rooms. ‘Camera’ literally means ‘room’ in La

specifically, it comes from the Ancient Greek µ
, or “kamara,” anything with an arched cover. Curious to learn more about her
In an interview in the show’s catalogue, Deschenes notes, “The reference is cameras as rooms. ‘Camera’ literally means ‘room’ in Latin.” More
vaulted chamber, as well as the ways in which she feels each piece is never really “finished,” I asked her a few questions from frosty
specifically, it comes from the Ancient Greek µ
, or “kamara,” anything with an arched cover. Curious to learn more about her installation in this
show. The exhibition is on view at the Secession until February 10, 2013.
vaulted chamber, as well as the ways in which she feels each piece is never really “finished,” I asked her a few questions from frosty Vienna about the
show. The exhibition is on view at These
the Secession
until February
10,Vermont,
2013.
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sunny or cloudy—would overexpose the paper.
I worked at night for purely practical reasons. Simply put, the paper I used for these pieces is light sensitive, so working during the day—no matter how
sunny or cloudy—would overexpose
the paper.
What
was it like to install in the Secession? Take us through a little bit of the process of putting the show together in
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the order of the spaces was thus altered. Bettina Spörr, the curator, was instrumental to this project—amongst other significant contri
Secession, as you mentioned, has a rather esteemed history. In response to the building I wanted to reframe the spaces and the entry point. By doing so,
managed to convey, in only a twenty-four-hour site visit, the dynamism and unique artistic opportunity that sums up Vienna’s Secessi
the order of the spaces was thus altered. Bettina Spörr, the curator, was instrumental to this project—amongst other significant contributions, she
scale models for the projects too, and lately, I’ve made models of the photographs at a one-to-one scale, so that I can get a better sense
managed to convey, in only a twenty-four-hour site visit, the dynamism and unique artistic opportunity that sums up Vienna’s Secession. I always make
space.
scale models for the projects too, and lately, I’ve made models of the photographs at a one-to-one scale, so that I can get a better sense of the final works in
space.
You have some upcoming shows, in London at Campoli Presti and in New York at Miguel Abreu Gallery. Will Stereo

presented again soon elsewhere? Will the installation change, or be “finished,” if so?
You have some upcoming shows, in London at Campoli Presti and in New York at Miguel Abreu Gallery. Will Stereograph #1–#16 be
presented again soon elsewhere?
Will the
installation
change,
or bein“finished,”
I’ve decided
not
to reconfigure
these works
new venues.ifAsso?
for the works being finished, I’m reminded of the title of Johanna Burto

Secession’s catalogue, which was drawn from something I said in an interview recently. I was asked about my relation to Henri Cartie
I’ve decided not to reconfigure these works in new venues. As for the works being finished, I’m reminded of the title of Johanna Burton’s essay for
the decisive moment and in response I said that in my work, “There is no decisive moment.”
Secession’s catalogue, which was drawn from something I said in an interview recently. I was asked about my relation to Henri Cartier-Bresson’s notion of
the decisive moment and in response
said thatthere
in myare
work,
“There
is no decisive
moment.”
ButIactually,
so many
decisive
moments,
and their effect is cumulative. Sometimes decisions are altered or changed entirely—

thought this work could travel to London, but it will not. Instead, I'll make new pieces that will respond to that site in more specific wa
But actually, there are so many decisive moments, and their effect is cumulative. Sometimes decisions are altered or changed entirely—for instance, I
determined.
thought this work could travel to London, but it will not. Instead, I'll make new pieces that will respond to that site in more specific ways that are yet to be
determined.
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Stereographic vision activates the viewer, making one more aware of the constantly changing work
in the gallery. It seems like this perception could also extend outside of the gallery, too. Is that
something you aim for?
Yes—and I’d like to take on other venues too, not just galleries and museums. I don’t have an ideal site, though I like
the idea of the work being installed at unexpected places, like when On Kawara’s work was installed in an
elementary school classroom.
You’re deeply engaged with photography, but there’s also a painterly and sculptural aspect to your
work. Still, I wonder if light is really your medium. Do these works represent light, or is it more
that they are light?
The work reflects or absorbs light, certainly. I’m hoping that they simultaneously suggest other ways of viewing,
even if the shift is barely perceptible in the moments of viewing.
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monochromen Bilder suggerieren scheinbar
unendliche Möglichkeiten und beständigen
Wechsel – aber ebenso die enge Begrenztheit unserer Wahrnehmung.
Deschenes‘ kameralose Bilder sind
einzig durch den Einsatz von Papier und
Chemikalien entstanden. In Vermont, wo die
Künstlerin am Bennington College lehrt,
wurden sie erst dem Mondlicht ausgesetzt
und anschließend mit Toner fixiert und
aufgezogen. Flecken, Streifen und andere
Spuren, die beim Hantieren mit den Fotogrammen entstanden, blieben erhalten und
wurden zur unmittelbaren Manifestation des
Entstehungsprozesses. So pragmatisch die
Künstlerin in der Herstellung auch vorgehen
mag – dass auf ihren Fotogrammen nichts
Konkretes zu sehen ist, öffnet dennoch Raum
für eine mystische Dimension. Sich auf die
Grautöne und die feinsten Andeutungen von
Farbe einzulassen, kommt dem Eintauchen
in eine wunderbare Wolke gleich: Hier ist eine
fotografische Alchimistin am Werk, berückend
malerisch wirken ihre Bilder, umgeben von
einem Nebelschleier der Subjektivität. Doch
dann sickert die Erkenntnis durch, dass, was
hier aussieht wie Abstraktion, letztlich etwas
ganz Reales ist – der Himmel über Vermont
und wie er aufgezeichnet wurde. Und so
merkt Ruth Horak im Katalog der Ausstellung an: „Erst wenn die Fotografie ‚nackt’ ist,
ohne ein kleidendes Bild, erst im Zustand
einer fortgeschrittenen Reduktion können
ihre Parameter freigelegt werden.“
Einem ähnlichen Ansatz folgte Deschenes
bereits 2001 für ihre Arbeiten aus der Serie
Green Screen, grünen Projektionsflächen, die
man – werden Bilder auf sie projiziert – selbst
nie wahrnimmt. Indem sie den Fokus auf
eine einzelne, materiell vorhandene Komponente reduziert, wird der Prozess der Bilderzeugung selbst sichtbar. Und er wird in einer
Form wiedergegeben, die leicht historisch
anmutet. Die Arbeit Stereograph 1–16
beschwört ein Zeitalter vor der Fotografie
herauf (und wirft zugleich die Frage auf, zu
welchem Zweck Stereogramme ursprünglich
überhaupt angefertigt wurden). Denn einer
der eifrigsten Verfechter der Stereoskopie,
Oliver Wendell Holmes, dachte von ihr,
sie könne uns in die Lage versetzen, um die

LIZ DESCHENES
Secession
Wien
Helen Chang
Liz Deschenes’ zinnfarbene Fotogramme
Stereograph 1–16 (2012) sind dafür geschaffen,
sich im Laufe der Zeit zu verändern. Während der neun Wochen, in denen sie im
Untergeschoss der Wiener Secession ausgestellt waren – die nächsten Stationen werden
New York und London sein –, sind diese
Arbeiten korrodiert und ausgebleicht; vielleicht sind durch die Temperatur auch die
Grauschattierungen nachgedunkelt. Diese
Werke mögen geheimnisvoll sein – selbst aus
nächster Nähe sehen sie nicht aus wie Fotografien und funktionieren auch nicht so –,
sie mögen nicht reproduzierbar, schwer zu
fotografieren und so abstrakt sein, dass sie
eigentlich gar nichts abbilden. Und doch
haben sich auf ihnen die Fingerabdrücke all
der taktil veranlagten Besucher angesammelt, die dem Drang nicht widerstehen
konnten, diese zarten, silbrig schimmernden
und wie geknicktes Blech wirkenden Streifen
zu berühen.
Tatsächlich bestehen Deschenes Arbeiten
nicht aus Metall, sondern aus lichtempfindlichem Papier. Sie sehen aus wie reflektierende
Schutzstreifen für die Wände, so, als hätte
jemand den Ausstellungsraum mit matten
Distanzhaltern ausgestattet und ein paar
Ecken neu eingezogen; oder als sei der Raum
dezent in Klammern gesetzt worden, mal,
um einen Bereich wie beiläufig zu verdichten,
mal, um neue, subtile Intervalle zu setzen.
Deschenes sagt von ihren Eckformen, die aus
je zwei Fotogrammen von etwa 213 cm Länge
und 13 cm Breite bestehen, sie seien wie die
Falten von Kamerabalgen; doch dieser Effekt
ist derart zurückgenommen, dass man hier
weniger das Gefühl hat, sich in einer raumgroßen, imaginären Kamera zu bewegen, als
schlicht im etwas unspektakulären Untergeschoss des Secessionsgebäudes, in mit Neonröhren ausgeleuchteten Räumen, die ihre
letzte Umgestaltung in den 80er Jahren
erfahren haben; Räumen, in denen es nicht
allzu viel zu sehen gibt.
Und Deschenes gibt dem Betrachter
noch einen weiteren Hinweis darauf, wie
man diese Falten verstehen könnte, diesmal
einen, der sich auf deren Größe bezieht. Die
Dimensionen der Paneele orientieren sich
grob am üblichen Grundmaß für Bauholz,
wie es beim Bau des Secessionsgebäudes zum
Einsatz kam – in einer Zeit, als Holzbauten
eher selten waren. Als das Secessionsgebäude
Ende des 19. Jahrhunderts errichtet wurde,
war in Wien die Ziegelbauweise üblich; dass
mit der Secession damals – ganz entgegen
dem sonst üblichen Anspruch auf Dauerhaftigkeit – ein temporäres Gebäude
geschaffen werden sollte, ist heute längst in
Vergessenheit geraten. Auch Deschenes‘
Fotogramme sind als eine Reaktion auf eine
Form des Temporären zu verstehen. Ihre
Arbeit speist sich weniger aus dem einzelnen
Moment und mehr aus der Gesamtheit ihrer
Arbeitsbedingungen. Die so entstandenen

Bilder herum zu sehen. Im Geiste dieses
Irrglaubens hat Deschenes – wie sie in einem
Interview erklärt – ihre Arbeiten benannt.
Stereograph meint bei ihr jedoch nicht das
doppelte und zu einem verschmelzende Bild
der Stereoskopie, sondern Bilder und Nachbilder, auch solche aus zukünftigen Ausstellungen. Mit anderen Worten: die Fotografie,
wie sie funktioniert hat und vielleicht auch
wieder funktionieren wird.
Übersetzt von Michael Müller

Liz Deschenes’s tin-coloured photograms,
Stereograph 1–16 (2012), are designed to
change over time. For the nine weeks they
were mounted in the Secession’s basement –
in addition to their future stations in New
York and London, where they’ll travel next
–they’ve been rusting and discolouring, perhaps deepening in shades of grey, because of
temperature. Owing to their mysteriousness –
even up close, they neither resemble nor perform like photographs: they’re irreproducible,
they’re difficult to photograph, and they’re so
abstract, they don’t actually depict anything
– they’ve also been accumulating fingerprints
from tactile-oriented visitors unable to resist
the delicate, silvery strips that resemble folded
metal sheets.
But these are made of light-sensitive
paper, not metal. And they look like reflective
protection strips for walls, as if someone had
clad the exhibition room with matte elbow
guards and introduced new corners; or as if
the space had been politely marked with
bracket notations, modestly concentrating
an area here or implying new, subtle intervals
there. Deschenes says the corner shapes,
made of two photograms, each seven feet
long and five inches wide, are like the folds
of camera bellows; but the result is so slight
that it feels less like walking into an imaginary room-sized camera than simply spending some time in the Secession’s unglamorous
basement, which was last remodelled in the
’80s and is lit with fluorescent tubes, with
very little to contemplate.
One hint Deschenes gives for the use of
the folds relates to their size. The dimensions
of the strips are roughly based on 2 × 4 inches,
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The Eyes Bear the Load
MATTHEW S. WITKOVSKY

“The architects are the form-givers and the photographers are the image-makers, and the relationship is more incestuous than one would think.”
–Ada Louise Huxtable, 19731
There is a memorable photograph of the
Whitney’s Breuer building, from a coffeetable book put out in 1970, four years after
the building’s completion, that shows it rising
awkwardly over 75th Street in an axonometric
view.2 Heavier at top than at bottom and barnacled with windows, the structure appears
fetchingly odd, like the massive head on John
Hurt in David Lynch’s film The Elephant Man.
The three inverted setbacks on the main
facade, seen foreshortened and in calming
shadow, have a regularity and logic that contrasts strikingly with the side elevation, which
is peppered by a seemingly random array of
faceted windows caught here raked by morning sunlight to maximize the sense of their
depth. The proportions and spacing of these
windows make little sense from the exterior,
where they seem like a glut of eyeballs looking out on the world below. Regular on one
side, irregularly encrusted on the other, the
structure thus rises from its pit and looms,
gazing through its oblong protrusions onto
further odd but endearing couplings at street
level: the snub-nosed Fiat wedged between
two very American sedans, or the prototypical 1960s Madison Avenue man in his skinny
tie who appears to be helping his sensibly
dressed grandmother hail a cab.
“That sheet of enclosure—that division
between indoors and outdoors, the skin of a
building—has again requested new answers
to its problems,” Breuer argued in April
1966, just as the Whitney building was nearing completion (it opened that September).3
Breuer did not like his creations to appear
transparently comprehensible from without,
in the manner of Walter Gropius’s glass architecture or the expressed I-beams of Mies
van der Rohe; instead, he wanted internal
functions such as air circulation, electrical or
water conduits, and skeletal structure to be
contained in precast concrete units that could
either weight the cladding and make it loadbearing, like an exoskeleton, or, in the case of
the Whitney building, rupture an otherwise
smooth epidermal surface. Because the precast units for the Whitney exterior are essentially updated window moldings, the building
appears to have a number of heavily lidded
eyes punched through its outer skin. “A new
depth of facade is emerging,” Breuer conclud-

Tilt/Swing (360 ˚ field of vision, version 1), 2009
(installation view, Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York,
2009). Six unique silver-toned black-and-white
photograms, 136 x 192 x 58 in. (345 x 488 x 147 cm).
Collection of the artist

ed, “a three-dimensionality with a resulting
greatly expanded vocabulary of architectural
expression. Sun and shadow.”4
Sun and shadow have a signal bearing on
photography, which as Liz Deschenes knows,
has a great tradition of bringing together the
acts of writing and building. When Deschenes
exposes sheets of photographic paper by
moonlight, then processes them into lustrous,
mirrored objects, she is consciously connecting with the development of “words of light”
by the early photographer William Henry Fox
Talbot, whose favorite subjects in the 1830s
included written or printed surfaces and views
of his manorial estate. Deschenes has used
her heavily silvered “mirrors,” which offer
alluringly indistinct reflections of the surrounding space, to occupy that space as quasiarchitectural elements in their own right.
Her 2009 installation Tilt/Swing, for example,
involved six of the mirrored photograms deployed in a full circle on the floor, two walls,
and ceiling of a commercial gallery. Visitors
stepping toward the ensemble saw their dim
yet richly textured likenesses scattered and
fragmented across multiple surfaces. The
two-word title is common parlance among
architectural photographers: tilt refers to the
ability to swivel the lens plane relative to the
image plane, so that elements not otherwise
parallel to the camera will register as being in
alignment and, thus, all in focus; swing (or shift)
describes a movement of the lens directly up
or down on an otherwise stationary camera,

LIZ DESCHENES was born in 1966 in Boston. She lives and works in New York.
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typically to keep the image plane parallel to
the plane of the subject, as when photographing multistory buildings. Deschenes’s nocturnally prepared photograms involve no lens, so
the words tilt and swing are liberated from a
technical reference. They evoke instead abstract issues of viewpoint and manipulation,
for example the ways in which the spectatorial
subject is turned or focused in the controlled
setting of a museum building.
For her participation in the 2012 Whitney Biennial, the artist is contemplating an
arrangement of non-representational photographic elements that would suggest a relation
between Breuer’s sculptured architecture,
with its stepped facade and many protruding eyes, and the lens and bellows of a view
camera (a large-format device typically used
to picture static subjects, such as buildings,
in great clarity). It is another odd yet apposite
pairing, tinged with melancholy: a high modernist monument, made in the very years in
which architectural modernism was being condemned and relegated to the past, is coupled
to a kind of camera rendered defunct now
that film has ceded to digital photo sensors.
We have no need of a bellows to create space
between lens and film. For that matter, we no
longer need an inside and outside to make a
picture; dark and light need not be divided either in the moment of registration or during
printing. Sun and shadow are what permit us
to see an image, no longer to make one. In important respects as well, we concentrate today
on the potential of skins, emphasizing surface
over depth and thus refuting in every possible
way the assertions made by Breuer in print
and in his buildings.
The Breuer building, which will house the
Metropolitan Museum of Art after 2015, will
nevertheless live on, an archaic technology
updated through new users. That moment
of passage—like the far greater passage from
analog to digital film—provokes nostalgia,
but also the sort of critical reflection that Liz
Deschenes regularly builds on in her work.
September 2011
NOTES
1. Ada Louise Huxtable, “Perspective on the City:
The Photographer’s Eye,” New York Times, November 25, 1973, reprinted in Huxtable, Kicked a Building
Lately? (New York: The NY Times Company, 1976),
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(New York and Washington, D.C.: Praeger, 1970),
123. 3. Marcel Breuer, “The Faceted, Molded Façade: Depth, Sun and Shadow,” Architectural Record,
April 1966, 171–72. 4. Ibid.

The Whitney Museum of American Art, New York City, 1963–66, Marcel Breuer and Hamilton Smith, architects. Photograph by Ezra Stoller
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